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HBSC’s Yun Liu and Frederic Neumann say ASEAN is seeing 
a divergence in COVID-19 infections, with the Philippines 
emerging as a new epicentre
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HSBC’s Liz Martins says case numbers in Europe 
have largely been stable or falling recently, with the 
exceptions being some of the places where schools 
have re-opened

Europe COVID-19 tracker 
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In this edition we look at what to expect from the crucial 
COP26 climate negotiations, consider changes to the ECB’s 
bond buying programme, assess the outlook for the USD  
and examine two ‘new’ growth drivers in India.

The Macro Viewpoint
COP26 preview, ECB reaction, FX update and India’s  
‘new’ economy
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HSBC’s Fabio Balboni says the fall in interest rates globally has 
improved debt dynamics, but the hefty fiscal response to the 
pandemic could leave countries with higher structural deficits

Read report ›

Why deficits still matter

HSBC’s Stephen King and Janet Henry say the spike in inflation 
has raised fears that price stability is over, and the risks of policy 
error have grown

Read report ›

The creation of inflation
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